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Abstract
This review article is based on an invited keynote presentation at the 22nd Workshop of the
Aeroacoustics Specialists Committee of the CEAS. The event was held in September 2018 in
Amsterdam with the main focus on the relation between aircraft design and noise impact. This
article reviews the last years of joint research activities between the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) and the Technical University of Braunschweig (TU BS) in the field of low-noise aircraft
design. The joint research was initiated around 2008 between the DLR Institute of Aerodynamics
and Flow Technology and the Institute of Aircraft Design and Lightweight Structures at TU BS.
Around that time, DLR was developing a first version of an aircraft noise prediction tool. This
tool has then consequently been implemented as a module into the aircraft design synthesis code
of the TU BS. In 2012, for the first time, a fully automated and fully parametric aircraft design
process with integrated noise prediction capabilities was established, i.e., including a full approach
and departure flight simulation. The main focus lies on conventional tube-and-wing aircraft with
turbofan or turboprop engine concepts. Ever since 2012, the tools have been under constant
development and the simulation chain for low-noise aircraft design has been applied to various
aircraft concepts. This article is comprised of a description of the tool development from 2008
until early 2018 and a selected application example. Some lessons learned and a brief outlook on
future developments and applications conclude this review.

Nomenclature
Quantities
BPR
bypass ratio
δh
relative distance of noise source to observer location, [m]
∆L
level difference, [dB]
E PN L
effective perceived noise level, [dB]
I
sound level intensity, [dB]
L Aeq
time-weighted, equivalent continuous sound pressure level, [dB]
L A,max
maximum, A-weighted sound pressure level, [dB]
SE L
sound exposure level, [dB]
v
flow velocity, [m/s]
Abbreviations
CEAS
Council of European Aerospace Societies
DLR
German Aerospace Center
Empa
Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology
ICAO
International Civil Aviation Organization
PANAM Parametric Aircraft Noise Analysis Module, DLR noise prediction tool
PrADO
Preliminary Aircraft Design and Optimization, TU BS aircraft design synthesis code
SHADOW DLR tool for noise shielding calculation
TU BS
Technical University of Braunschweig, Germany
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Introduction

Several non-technical and technical measures to fight aircraft noise have been formulated by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), see Ref. [1]. The so-called ICAO ”Balanced
Approach” is derived from the definition of the time-weighted, equivalent continuous sound pressure
level (L Aeq ).
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This equation yields the L Aeq at one location within a characterization time T, e.g., T could be
selected as all calender days within one year. Simulated L Aeq at multiple locations around an airport can directly be translated into isocontour areas and so-called noise protection zones [2]. The
predicted level at an arbitrary ground location is directly affected by the so-called non-technical
ICAO measures (number of flight events N and time weighting gi of each flight ”i”) and the socalled technical ICAO measures (sound exposure level SE Li for each flight ”i”). These measures
have to be applied and assessed at the same time according to ICAO.
In 2007, prior to the joint research activity of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the
Technical University of Braunschweig, no simulation process had been known to the authors that
would allow to investigate the technical measures of the ICAO ”Balanced Approach” in sufficient
detail, i.e., also allowing to assess new technologies or novel vehicle concepts. Aircraft design
synthesis processes were available since decades but did not include noise prediction capabilities.
Available ideas toward low-noise aircraft concepts had not been subject to a complete noise immission assessment. It can be summarized, that in 2007 many ideas toward low-noise aircraft concepts
had been published, yet the methods to assess the corresponding noise immission along a flight
procedure were not available. Consequently, available concepts were not the result of any large
design study or parameter variation hence would not represent optimal solutions. Consequently,
the focus of the presented research activities of DLR and TU BS was a simulation process for the
detail assessment of aircraft design and flight procedure. A new process had to be developed in
order to apply and assess these technical ICAO measures simultaneously. Although the process was
developed to assess ICAO’s technical measures, it is of course applicable to assess the remaining
non-technical measures as well.
Several tools for overall aircraft noise prediction were available and documented in the literature in 2007, e.g., INM [3] or NASA’s ANoPP [4, 5]. Depending on their origin and their core
area of application, available tools have been separated into two categories, i.e., the ”best-practice
simulation tools” and the ”scientific simulation tools” (e.g., definition according to Ref. [7]). The
”best-practice” tools work with extensive correlations of measurement data and are therefore not
directly applicable to assess novel technology. Moreover, ”best-practice” tools simulate the overall
aircraft as one noise source which is in direct contrast to any novel technology that can usually
only be associated with a certain individual noise sources or mechanism. By simply subtracting a
constant delta level from the (measured) overall aircraft noise emission in a database, individual
modifications to certain noise source can obviously not be captured. Only ”scientific simulation
tools” with a detailed parametric modeling of each source mechanism can be applied to investigate
how aircraft noise immission is affected by novel technology, flight path modification1 , and/or vehicle design.
In 2007, available and known research activities in the context of ”scientific simulation tools”
were associated with one or more of the following shortcomings. First, the acoustics was not available as a design constraint within the aircraft design phase. Only a subsequent noise assessment
1 This

is especially important if a typical approach with its varying noise source dominance is evaluated.
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of predefined and already final concepts had been available. Consequently, no design variations
or optimizations were possible and the solution space was very limited from the beginning. The
second shortcoming had been the incomplete consideration of relevant disciplines or interactions.
For example, modifications to certain aircraft or engine noise components to reduce noise were
assumed without consideration of the impact on other aircraft disciplines and on the overall flight
performance. The third significant shortcoming had been the insufficient assessment of the problem. Often, the known and published results were associated with one or a combination of the
following limitations. The noise assessment was limited to the emission situation, to a certain
aircraft component, to a specific noise metric only, to certification noise levels, and/or to a fixed
operating condition. These limitations prevented the identification of optimal solutions, could falsify conclusions due to inadequate metric or problem definition, and most certainly could result in
solutions that are not valid during varying operating conditions along any realistic flight with its
corresponding noise source ranking.
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Motivation

In 2008 it was decided to join forces of DLR and TU BS in the field of aircraft design and noise
prediction. The TU BS is known for their aircraft design process PrADO [8–10], whereas DLR
brings its methods, data, and expertise in flight simulation, engine design, and comprehensive
aircraft noise prediction to the table. The overall goal was defined as a joint simulation process for
low-noise aircraft design. Based on the status quo as described in the introduction, certain main
requirements toward such a novel simulation process were defined.
It was decided that a reasonable low-noise design process would require the following characteristics:
1. All relevant noise sources and major interaction effects are taken into consideration.
2. Individual noise sources and their contribution to the overall vehicle noise – a.k.a. noise
source breakdown or noise source ranking – are specifically assessed under varying operating
conditions.
3. Emission situation and immission along fully detailed approach and departure procedures
are evaluated, i.e., again under varying operating conditions.
4. Multiple noise metrics at different and widespread ground locations have to be considered.
5. Noise prediction has to be incorporated as early as possible in the aircraft design process,
i.e., within the conceptual aircraft design phase.
The last characteristic is of utmost importance. Only within the conceptual design, relevant aircraft design parameters, e.g., engine selection and engine installation on-board, can be influenced
according to a chosen low-noise constraint. By definition, these basic design parameters are determined in the conceptual design phase and then have to be kept fixed through all subsequent design
phases. Yet, these parameters have a direct and major influence on the noise generation of the
final vehicle, i.e., certain design constraints directly define the acoustic performance of the vehicle.
Exemplary design parameters and the overall influence on the noise generation of corresponding
components or the overall aircraft are shown in Fig. 1. Several major design parameters can be directly assigned to the sound intensity I of certain components or the overall vehicle. Consequently,
a direct integration of noise prediction within the design process has been the main goal of a joint
research activity.
The development of the overall simulation process is described in the next section. After a selected application example, the article is concluded by a summary with lessons learned and a brief
outlook section.
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aerodynamic performance

Top Level Aircraft Requirements
(weights, wing design, propulsion concept)

(flow velocities & high-lift concept /usage)
𝐼𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 ~ 𝑣𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 5

take-off/landing performance
(glide slope/ground distance ∆ℎ, velocities,
high-lift device usage, exposure times)

𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ~ ∆ℎ²

acoustic performance of
final vehicle
engine operation (here: turbofan)

vehicle architecture

(rotational speed, jet exhaust speed)

(acoustic installation & interaction effects)

𝐼𝑗𝑒𝑡 ~ 𝑣𝑗𝑒𝑡 7−8

landing gear concept

𝐼𝑓𝑎𝑛 ~ 𝑣𝑓𝑎𝑛 5−6

(installation location, size)
𝐼𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 ~ 𝑣𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 6

Figure 1: Influence of aircraft design on the final vehicle’s acoustic performance.
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Simulation process

This section about the simulation process is divided into three chronological working periods, i.e.,
”bringing the disciplines together” (2007 – 2008), ”toward a fully automated low-noise design
process” (2009 – 2012), and ”focus on noise immission” (2013 – early 2018). Each description is
initiated with a timeline of major developments and applications and is concluded with a status
overview of the simulation process at the end of each working period (Figs. 2, 3, and 5). An
overview chart with all developments and applications (including corresponding literature references) is provided in the Appendix, see Fig. 14.
The description of the first working period starts with a brief status quo at DLR and TU BS
in the year 2007. Inspired by known research activities and available publications, e.g., Ref. [6],
the cooperation of DLR and TU BS was initiated in 2008. It is demonstrated how the related
disciplines, i.e., mainly aircraft design and noise assessment, were brought together as described in
Refs. [21, 22].The second working period dealt with developments between 2009 and 2012 leading
to an automated aircraft design process as described in Refs. [7, 23–26, 29–34]. The third working period started in 2013. It included additional updates and upgrades to the process toward its
current status with the focus on noise immission in early 2018, see Refs. [35–39,42,43,45–52,55,57].

3.1

”Bringing the disciplines together” (2007 – 2008)

In 2007 DLR has released a first version of a comprehensive aircraft noise prediction tool referred
to as Parametric Aircraft Noise Analysis Module (PANAM) and introduced in Ref. [21]. The
main feature of this prediction tool is the capability to predict the overall aircraft immission as a
combination of individual noise sources under consideration of moving source and sound propagation effects. Furthermore, the predictions account for both operational input parameters and for
aircraft and engine design related input. Therefore, appropriate parametric models for relevant
individual noise sources were selected and finally incorporated into the tool. The models capture
the most relevant physics-related effects based on available input data of adequate complexity.
The selected airframe noise source models come from DLR and are described in Refs. [13–18]
in more detail. The airframe of the initial PANAM version was comprised of clean wing, flap, slat,
spoiler (fully empirical), and landing gear contribution. The engine noise of conventional turbofan
engines can adequately be described by its two dominating noise sources, i.e., fan and jet noise. For
both contributions, the most commonly accepted models were selected. Fan noise is described with
the Heidmann fan noise model according to Ref. [20] with some modified coefficients to capture
the 2007 status quo of fan design and related technologies. The jet noise is modeled with a method
by Stone according to Ref. [19]. Simple models for the noise generation in the engine core, e.g.,
4

2008 – “bringing the disciplines together”
input data
aircraft geometry/layout
(integration of new technology)

PrADO

noise prediction
parametric & componential
noise source models
classical noise sources:
- airframe (clean, flap, slat,
spoiler, gear) & engine (jet, fan)

detailed flight trajectory
(including high-lift and gear)

flight simulator or FDR

engine thermodynamic cycle
and geometry

status
- tube-and-wing a/c with turbofan engines
- external data required: flight path and engine
- processing of (mainly) external input data
application examples
- reference vehicle A319-100
- PrADO design, measured flight
trajectories, external engine simulation
- comparison with measured noise levels
of A319-100: 𝐿, 𝐿𝐴 , 𝑆𝐸𝐿, 𝐸𝑃𝑁𝐿
- simulation of real time noise contours
PrADO: A319-100

external sim. data (VarCycle)

PANAM (updated)

Figure 2: Status of simulation capability in 2008 (first year of joint research).
combustion noise, were available but not accounted for due to the strong dominance of jet and fan
on overall engine noise. Future reduction of now dominating noise sources will ultimately increase
the influence of these neglected noise sources. Therefore, PANAM has a modular setup allowing for
a straight-forward implementation of new or revised source models. The resulting computational
costs of the initial PANAM version are well suitable in the context of multiple design iterations
within a large simulation process.
All selected source models have in common that the predicted noise emission is defined by operational and geometrical parameters, which can be subject to a low-noise parameter trade study.
Obviously, the input parameter requirement depends on the selected noise source models and this
input has to be known in order to initiate a noise prediction. For PANAM the input data can
be assigned to the following groups: aircraft design parameters, engine design and performance
parameters, operating conditions, i.e., flight data, and parameters describing the scenario (flight
track routing and selection of observer locations).
All of the required input can be user specified, based on measurements, and/or be generated by external simulation tools, i.e., often high-fidelity simulation tools. The scenario settings are selected
by the user and defined according to the application scenario, e.g., reproduction of a measurement
setup for the comparison of prediction versus measurement.
The immission results of the prediction process are comprised of the standard metrics, e.g., SPL,
EPNL, or SEL, at arbitrary and scenario-specific observer arrangements. In addition to these noise
immission results, the results of all preceding simulation steps can optionally be stored and further
processed, e.g., for an investigation of noise emission from specific sources along a simulated flight.
The results of preceding simulation steps include the time history of each predicted level, i.e., the
emission or immission of arbitrary noise sources or a combination of sources can be animated over
time [21].
As stated in the motivation section, the overall goal of the joint research is the direct integration
of the aforementioned noise prediction as a simulation module within an adequate aircraft design
process. Such a modular process was available at the TU BS (without consideration of noise),
i.e., the Preliminary Aircraft Design and Optimization code (PrADO) (Refs. [8–10]). PrADO is a
design synthesis code that enables an iterative execution of task-related design modules until predefined design variables have reached convergence. The individual modules operate with a common
data base and can straightforwardly be replaced by modules of higher fidelity that address the
identical task or discipline. The 2007 version of PrADO had to be updated so that the required
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basic input for a noise prediction with PANAM could have been generated. Yet, not all input
parameters as required by the noise source models were available within the aircraft design process
at that point. Missing parameters or data of inadequate quality for the noise prediction had to
be manually processed from external data sources. Precomputed engine data was provided from
external highly-specialized tools, e.g. DLR tool Varcycle [11]. The flight data was not generated
within the simulation process at that time but also had to come from external sources. Data was
extracted from a ground-based flight simulator [12] in order to realize a first PANAM comparison
with actual fly-over measurements [21]. The 2008 comparison demonstrated a satisfying agreement
between measurements and predictions.
Bringing together the disciplines aircraft design and noise prediction allows to directly identify
the parameters that have the most significant impact on the noise immission. These parameters
can then be modified under consideration of the implications on all other disciplines within the
design process. A feasible and reliable conclusion can now be made because all relevant implications, i.e., so-called snowball effects, are accounted for. Low computational costs of any of these
noise source models allows for a quick overall assessment and large parameter variations which can
ultimately be combined into a low-noise design optimization. The status of the initial simulation
process in the first year of the cooperation is depicted in Fig. 2, i.e., modifications to the 2007
PANAM Version are highlighted in red color. At this point, external input data was an essential
requirement to execute the simulation, i.e., the flight path (extracted from a ground-based flight
simulator run or from the flight data recorder) and the engine data (external simulation tool Varcycle [11]). The initial application was a reproduction of a DLR flyover noise campaign so that
predictions could be compared with actual measurements along the approach and flight procedures.

3.2

”Toward a fully automated low-noise design process” (2009 – 2012)

The initial process was constantly upgraded between 2009 and 2012. The status of the 2012 simulation process is depicted in Fig. 3 and modifications to the 2008 status are highlighted in red color.
The major developments and applications are presented in Fig. 14, Appendix. Most importantly,
PrADO had to be upgraded in order to generate the required input data for a PANAM computation and to avoid the need for additional and external input data, i.e., especially the recorded
flight trajectory. Consequently, a new flight simulation module was developed to account for the
specific aircraft flight performance along approach and departure, i.e., resulting in a simplified but
physics-based flight path for arbitrary PrADO concepts. Aircraft specific engine settings and angle
of attack are adapted along a fixed and predefined altitude and velocity profile. Consequently, the
flight trajectory was no fixed input anymore but would reflect the underlying flight performance
of the aircraft under investigation. The update made the process directly applicable to modified or new aircraft designs by simply replacing the previously required flight data by simulated
data. According to the specific flight performance, an individual approach and departure flight
was simulated and a noise prediction along both flights was initiated. The capability to assess
noise immission beyond the defined certification situations was an important requirement in order
to enable a more realistic picture of the community noise exposure. Multiple acoustic metrics at
arbitrary observer locations and arrays were considered. Yet, due to the simplicity of the module,
no investigation of low-noise flight trajectories was possible at that time but a predefined procedure
was simulated.
The second major upgrade was related to the engine simulation. The PrADO thermodynamic
cycle of the engine was improved to yield the required input parameters for PANAM, e.g., the jet
exhaust velocities and temperatures. Furthermore, a simple approximation of the fan rotational
speed under defined operating conditions was included based on basic fan design parameters [23].
This update allowed the simulation of different engine concepts. Yet, if high-quality engine performance data was available for an existing engine, it was preferred over the conceptual design data
for the noise prediction.
Automatically generating the required input parameters for an arbitrary aircraft within PrADO
significantly enhanced the applicability compared to the initial process as depicted in Fig. 2. In
6

2012 – “fully automated low-noise design process”
input data
aircraft geometry/layout
(integration of new technology)

detailed flight trajectory
(including high-lift and gear)

noise prediction
parametric & componential
noise source models
classical noise sources:
- airframe & engine

status
- installation effects & acoustic lining
- automated process (required input available)
- focus on source emission with subsequent
immission prediction (design-to-noise)
application examples

engine thermodynamic cycle
and geometry
PrADO (updated)

- low-noise aircraft design study
automated airframe segmentation
(required for complex wing/tailplane
designs, e.g. fwd and bwd sweep)

optionally:
external input data
(PANAM interface)

-

acoustic fan noise lining
(bypass & core, broadband & tonal)

focus on fan noise shielding
500 aircraft variants along standard
approach & departure flight
preferred engine installation:
above wing/fuselage
junction
low-noise a/c

- low-noise approach procedures
-

PANAM (updated)

-

acoustic installation effects

procedure definition & flight
test preparation
(DLR ATTAS a/c)
steep and helical
approach
procedure

(here: applied to fan noise)

SHADOW

low-noise approach

Figure 3: Status of simulation capability in 2012.
addition to the aircraft geometry, the corresponding flight trajectory and the required engine data
could now be generated within each simulation run. Whereas the initial process had been limited
to reproducing an existing and measured case, i.e., noise prediction of preselected aircraft along a
recorded flight path, the upgrade in 2009 enabled a simulation and variation of any of the required
input parameters. This is reflected by application of the process towards the design and the overall
evaluation of a quiet short take-off and landing vehicle concept [24, 25].
Around 2010, a new tool was implemented into the process, DLR’s shielding tool SHADOW [27,28].
The tool can be applied to investigate the acoustic shielding due to engine installation effects, i.e.,
the noise source is not affected but the sound radiation to relevant emission angles can be reduced.
The first application of the shielding assessment was the noise prediction of DLR’s former flying
testbed ATTAS. The aircraft is subject to engine noise shielding with its engines mounted over the
wing. The ATTAS was simulated along a newly developed noise abatement flight procedure, the
so-called Helical Noise Abatement Procedure (HeNAP). For this study, the noise prediction tools
were embedded in a distributed simulation environment in order to combine the noise prediction
with an external high-fidelity flight simulation tool [29]. This computational investigation finally
led to a flyover noise campaign during which the predicted noise level reductions and dislocation
was demonstrated [30]. Overall, integration of SHADOW into the process significantly increased
the applicability of the process toward more unconventional vehicle designs with prevailing noise
shielding effects. Exemplary, the shielding effect on the fan noise emission directivity on board of
the DLR Low-Noise Aircraft (LNA) is depicted in Fig. 4. Currently, interfaces to shielding tools of
even higher fidelity are discussed due to recent success in developing and applying these advanced
tools toward overall aircraft noise assessment, e.g., see Ref. [60].
To readily investigate novel concepts with more complex airframe architectures, e.g., multiple
tailplanes, another upgrade to the simulation process had become necessary in 2010. The previous
airframe definition by representative geometries, i.e., averaged wing, control surface, and high-lift
elements, was no longer applicable. An automated segmentation was implemented in PrADO to
separate the lift and control surfaces into acoustical relevant segments. These acoustical segmen-
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Figure 4: Fan noise shielding on board of the DLR Low-Noise Aircraft (LNA).
tation directly generates the required parameters for a PANAM noise prediction of arbitrary and
novel airframe architectures.
Ultimately, the three upgrades (flight simulation, engine deck, airframe segmentation) and the
SHADOW implementation resulted in an automated and fully parametric aircraft design process
with integrated noise prediction capabilities [31]. Such an embedded noise prediction within the
conceptual design enabled the direct comparability of various vehicle concepts including the acoustics at an adequate level of complexity and detail. The process was applied to investigate new ideas
ranging from airtraffic routing to low-noise aircraft design as described in the literature [32–34].

3.3

”Focus on noise immission” (2013 – early 2018)

During this third report period, the simulation process as depicted in Fig. 3 has been further
developed. Modifications to the 2012 status are highlighted in red color. Interfaces to external
aerodynamic input data were defined and continuously implemented into both PrADO (aerodynamics and weights) and PANAM (acoustics). Based on dedicated model-scale experiments and
high-fidelity simulation, the effect of novel low-noise high-lift elements on the overall aircraft flight
performance and acoustics were then evaluated [35, 36]. Later during the third period, the interfaces were updated to also account for external engine data from high-fidelity simulation [50]. The
external engine geometry and performance data could now directly be processed within PrADO
in order to evaluate the impact on the aircraft design and flight performance. At this point, all
required input parameters for a noise prediction could be generated within the simulation process.
During early applications of the process it became obvious, that the proposed design-to-noise
methodology might not lead to an optimal solution. Detailed modifications to individual components only showed a benefit if these components were dominant with respect to other noise
sources. Consequently, it was decided that the main focus of a feasible low-noise activity needs
to be shifted from improving noise emission – with subsequent immission assessment only – to
a direct immission assessment. Furthermore, it was decided that the assessment should not be
limited to the aircraft noise certification locations, e.g., cf. assessment by NASA in 2015 [44]. The
overall aircraft noise as received on the ground [38] can only be effectively reduced based on a direct
immission assessment. Interfaces to a TU Delft / NLR activity of aircraft noise auralization were
defined in order to investigate and better understand the noise immission situation [39]. Similar
concepts have been under investigation around that time at RWTH Aachen [40] and at NASA [41].

8

Up to 2015, all interfaces were updated in order for PANAM to remain an embedded simulation tool in DLR’s continuously improving distributed simulation framework Remote Component
Environment2 (RCE), later described in Ref. [37]. Furthermore, additional noise source models
were implemented into PANAM for application toward different vehicle concepts, i.e., a flap side
edge model [42, 58, 59] and a propeller noise source model [62].
The initial PrADO module for approach and departure flight simulation as described previously
was replaced by an advanced version, see Ref. [48]. With this replacement, it became possible
to identify tailored flight procedures for each individual aircraft, i.e., including the noise relevant
high-lift setting and engine operation along the flights. Controlling the timing of high-lift and

2017 – “focus on noise immission”
input data

noise prediction

aircraft geometry/layout
(integration of new technology)

parametric & componential
noise source models

flight trajectory adaptation

classical noise sources:
- airframe & engine

(alt., speed, N1, high-lift, gear)

engine thermodynamic cycle
and geometry

airframe segmentation

status
- additional noise source models
- low-noise flight path adaptation
- interfaces to process external data within
PrADO & PANAM
- distributed simulation environment
- initial uncertainty assessment
application examples

acoustic fan noise lining

PrADO (updated)
additional noise sources:
- airframe: flap side edge
- engine: propeller

- auralization of novel designs & flight
procedures for listening tests (partner: Empa)
- low-noise aircraft design
-

low-noise flight path identification
(tailored to specific aircraft)

-

PANAM (updated)

low-noise high-lift concept:
measured aerodynamics and acoustics
low-noise GTF engine: external high-fidelity
simulation
optimized flight procedure for each individual
aircraft concept
most promising combination:
UHBR engine, fan noise shielding & lownoise airframe modifications

acoustic installation effects
optional interface: external
input from measurement or
high-fidelity simulation

(here: applied to fan noise)

SHADOW

Low-noise a/c: airframe, engine, flight procedure

Figure 5: Status quo of simulation capability (early 2018).
landing gear deployment, the angle of attack, and the engine thrust setting allows to come up with
more realistic flight procedures. The new module also allows to quickly assess the impact of certain
parameters on the noise immission and ultimately allows to define low-noise flight procedures for
each individual aircraft as early as within the conceptual design phase. For example, modifying a
high-lift system for reduced noise emission might decrease the maximum lift coefficient of the vehicle which would directly result in increased flight velocities during the approach. Obviously, any
advantageous effect of a low-noise high-lift system would directly be counteracted by this general
increase in airframe noise due to a higher flight velocity.
From 2016 on, three specific research topics have been under detailed investigation, i.e., (1) prediction uncertainty assessment, (2) large airport simulation scenarios, and (3) low-annoyance aircraft
design. In the context of these new research topics, the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials
Science and Technology (Empa) significantly contributes to the ongoing DLR and TU Braunschweig cooperation.
(1) Essential requirement for any reliable and comprehensive noise assessment is the understanding
of inherent result uncertainties. This is especially important if different simulation tools of varying
fidelity and/or experimental results are assembled and translated for an overall assessment. It is
2 https://www.dlr.de/sc/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-5625/
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essential to determine the influence and reliability of individual part results, e.g., noise emission
of one high-lift element, that are then further processed and combined with other part results to
describe the overall noise immission. A dedicated study has been launched in cooperation with
Empa to assess and quantify the uncertainties that are associated with PANAM results. Based on
previous work by Schäffer et al. [53] and Thomann [54] an uncertainty module has been developed.
The overall uncertainties of the predicted noise immission are defined as a combination of input
data, modeling, and propagation uncertainty as described in Refs. [51, 52].
(2) The goal of this research is an overall assessment of selected low-noise technologies and vehicle concepts within large airport scenarios. An initial simulation process of such an overall
scenario assessment is defined by a three-staged simulation approach, i.e., the component level,
the single aircraft level, and the system scenario level as described in Ref. [55]. The single aircraft
level is thereby comprised of the entire simulation process of the DLR and TU BS cooperation as
depicted in Ref. 3. The individual technologies and components are provided from the component
level (based on their high-fidelity simulation results), transferred to the single aircraft level (here
the technologies and components are installed on an aircraft and the overall noise immission is
predicted), to finally integrate the new vehicles into a scenario (the overall noise immission around
the airport is predicted according to the scenario, see Ref. [56]). Obviously, it was necessary to
combine various simulation tools of strongly different fidelity levels in order to enable this overall
assessment. High-fidelity computational analysis of specific low-noise technology was transferred
down to the overall aircraft design to enable a noise assessment of this individual vehicle on a
mid-fidelity level. Thereafter, the individual vehicle on its flight trajectory was implemented into a
large airport scenario which furthermore reduced the level of detail and fidelity. The main goal of
this activity is to keep as much of the high-fidelity information and physics when reducing overall
detail and moving from component to single flight down to the scenario. As a final step, the initial
results of this new process still have to be subject to an uncertainty assessment as described previously. At the time of the initial application as described in Ref. [55], the uncertainty assessment
had still been under development.
(3) The most recent upgrade and corresponding application of the process as depicted in Fig. 5 is
low-annoyance or perception influenced aircraft design. Based on initial work on auralization [39]
and inspired by the groundbreaking work of Rizzi [65], a pilot project Impact DrivEn Assessment
of Low-noise aircraft (IDeAL) was initiated with Empa. Under Empa lead, auralizations were
performed for several novel DLR aircraft designs along different approach flight procedures as described in Ref. [57]. The resulting sound samples have then been used for listening tests in order
to assess the annoyance of the test subjects. A proof of concept was demonstrated (see Ref. [57])
and initial results of the listening tests are very promising and scheduled for publication in early
2019.
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4

Selected application example

A recent study [50] of 2018 has been selected in order to demonstrate the main simulation capabilities that are available after 10 years of joint research. The main capabilities are the following:
• aircraft design process with integrated noise assessment
– assessment along aircraft specific approach and departure flights
– application to low-noise (shielded) architectures
• processing of external input data from high-fidelity simulation or experiment (incorporated
in noise prediction and aircraft design)
– high-lift aerodynamics, weights, and acoustics
– engine performance deck and geometry details
• uncertainty assessment of prediction results
The focus of that study lies on the engine replacement on board of conventional and low-noise
tube-and-wing aircraft architectures. The resulting noise immission is assessed for vehicles with
reference versus geared turbofan (GTF) engine concepts. Furthermore, the efficiency of additional
low-noise airframe measures is studied for each vehicle concept. Results of this investigation were
published in Refs. [35, 36, 50] and are now presented here to demonstrate the available simulation
capabilities. In addition to what was presented in 2018, the newly developed uncertainty module
is applied to the prediction results according to Refs. [51, 52]. A direct comparison of the engine
replacements [50], and a more detailed assessment of level differences due to the modifications including prediction uncertainties are presented. For all predictions, approach and departure flights
are considered and all vehicles are simulated along individual and detailed flight procedures.
In a first section, the vehicles and technologies are introduced. A second section discusses the
impact of engine replacement on performance and noise immission. And finally, a third section
is dedicated to a detailed study of the effect of individual technologies and modifications under
consideration of prediction uncertainties.

4.1

Vehicles and technologies

The reference aircraft is referred to as ”zero” [50] and is a conventional tube-and-wing aircraft with
turbofan engines of bypass ratio (BPR) 6. The design is based on the following Top Level Aircraft
Requirements (TLAR): 4000 km range, 180 Pax, 1890 kg payload and a cruise Mach number of
0.8. The low-noise aircraft architectures are designed for a reduced cruise Mach number of 0.7
to counteract adverse effects on cruise aerodynamics due to the selected engine integration. This
reference vehicle is then subject to certain modifications as depicted in Fig. 6, i.e., modifications
to the engine (replacement of BPR 6 with BPR 12 engine), the aircraft architecture (aircraft
adaptation to BPR 12 engine & fan noise shielding), and/or the airframe (low-noise high-lift &
low-noise landing gear). For simplicity, the following abbreviations are introduced: ”+gtf” for
the engine replacement, ”+adapt” for the aircraft adaption to the new engine, ”+shield” for the
fan noise shielding architecture, and ”+airf” for the additional low-noise airframe measures. The
resulting vehicle variants of the 2018 study are summarized in Fig. 7. Starting from the reference
vehicle ”zero”, the selected technologies and design modifications are applied. On the left hand
side, vehicles with conventional tube-and-wing architecture are listed. In a first design modification
(”+gtf”), the engine is simply replaced on board of the ”zero” – resulting in vehicle ”neo”. In a
second design iteration (”+adapt”), the vehicle layout is furthermore adapted to the GTF concept
– leading to vehicle concept ”neodapt”. All three vehicles can furthermore be equipped with lownoise airframe technology (modification ”+airf”). On the right hand side, the low-noise vehicle
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 weights, aerodynamics, ∆𝑑𝐵

© GasTurb

© Pott-Pollenske

landing gear
mesh fairing
previous findings
 ∆𝑑𝐵

+adapt

© Dobrzynski

vehicle adaptation to +gtf

Figure 6: Selected technologies for engine (”+gtf”), architecture (”+adapt”, ”+shield”), and airframe (”+airf”).
architectures are listed. The ”V2 (af)” is based on the ”zero” – also with conventional engines – but
significantly modified in order to shield the engine fan noise (”+shield”). The shielding concept
and vehicle architecture is based on previous findings from a large design study, see Ref. [31].
The second low-noise vehicle is a new design referred to as ”fanex”. This vehicle with fan noise
shielding (”+shield”) is furthermore equipped with GTF engines (”+gtf”) and is adapted to this
new engine concept (”+adapt”). Both low-noise vehicles are directly equipped with low-noise
airframe technology (”+airf”). The layouts of aircraft design ”zero”, ”neopdapt”, ”V-2 (af)”, and
”fanex” are depicted in Figs. 10 to 13, Appendix.

zero

zero
(af)

legend:
neo

V-2
(af)

neodapt

+airf

+gtf

neo
(af)

neodapt
(af)

fanex

+adapt
+shield

low-noise tube-and-wing
architecture

conventional tube-and-wing architecture

Figure 7: Vehicle concepts and applied technologies.

4.2

Impact of engine replacement on performance and noise

To directly investigate the impact of an engine replacement, comparative assessments of conventional vehicles, i.e., ”zero” vs. ”neodapt”, and low-noise vehicles, i.e., ”V2 (af)” vs. ”fanex”, are
presented. Replacing the reference engine of BPR 6 with a geared turbofan engine of BPR 12 has
significant implications on the fuel requirements along the design mission. A significantly reduced
fuel requirement along the design mission is further exploited by adapting the aircraft design accordingly. The transported fuel mass on board is reduced according to the fuel requirement and
consequently less fuel tanks are installed. Maintaining a constant wing loading directly enabled a
reduction of wing area and consequently a down-sizing of the tail. Iteration of the PrADO design
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modules accounted for several side effects, e.g., downsizing of the landing gear, which furthermore
reduced the overall aircraft weight. In summary, the adaption of the aircraft design results in
the following changes to key design and performance parameters of the reference aircraft ”zero”:
wing area -8.1%, maximum take-off weight -7.5%, operational empty weight -2.7%, design mission fuel requirement -27.1%, and the direct operating costs per flight -7.7%. These modifications
(”+adapt”) are relevant for vehicles ”neodapt” and ”fanex”. Overall, the Direct Operating Consts
(DOC) per flight can be reduced by almost 8% if the reference engine is replaced by the BPR 12
engine and the vehicle is adapted. This cost reduction is almost constant for the engine replacement onboard of the conventional and low-noise vehicles.
A detailed assessment of the engine noise emission for the reference and the BPR 12 engine show
a significant noise reduction potential for the engine replacement. The effect on vehicle noise immission and flight performance is a direct prediction result of the simulation process comprised
of PrADO, SHADOW, and PANAM. The airframe measures are accounted for by modifying the
available airframe noise sources within PANAM. The new high-lift concept and the selected landing gear mesh fairing are accounted for by subtracting specified and constant level differences ∆dB
from the corresponding PANAM emission spectra of each specific component. The low-noise droop
nose is accounted for by -6 dB and the trailing edge modifications by -5 dB with respect to the
PANAM predictions, respectively. Furthermore, the impact on the component weight and aerodynamic performance is accounted for in PrADO hence has a direct impact on the aircraft flight
performance along the entire flight, i.e., including approach and departure, see Refs. [35, 36] for
more details. The landing gear mesh fairing is approximated by -3 dB delta with respect to the
PANAM predictions for the landing gear. For this modification, only the level difference has been
accounted for and any potential implication on landing gear drag or increased weight is assumed
to be of neglectable relevance.
According to the introduction, the SEL isocontour areas were selected here. Fig. 8(a) shows
the significantly different isocontour areas for ”zero” and ”neodapt”, the two vehicles with the
conventional architecture as depicted in Figs. 10 and 11, Appendix. Isocontour areas are mainly
reduced due to the engine replacement (”+gtf”). Further reduction can be achieved by the aircraft
design modification (”+adapt”) and altered flight performance of the ”neodapt”. The reduced

(a) Conventional aircraft architectures

(b) Low-noise aircraft architectures

Figure 8: SEL contours along simulated departure: Influence of engine replacement for different
aircraft architectures.
weight and thrust excess due to the BPR 12 engine enables a steeper and faster climb out of the
”neodapt” compared to the ”zero”. A similar observation can be made for the low-noise aircraft architectures as depicted in Figs. 12 and 13. Fig. 8(b) also shows a significant area reduction despite
the fact that both vehicles are already designed for low-noise, i.e., the fan noise is already effec-
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tively shielded. For both aircraft architectures the engine replacement (”+gtf”) is most promising
toward reduction of noise isocontours along departure and approach procedures.

4.3

Detail assessment of level differences

In contrast to the baseline study [50], a detailed assessment of level differences – including prediction uncertainties – due to the modifications is presented here. Two specific observers have been
Table 1: Influence of engine replacement on noise: conventional (”neodapt” vs. ”zero”) and lownoise aircraft architectures (”fanex” vs. ”V-2 (af)”).
∆ ( neodapt - zero )
∆ ( fanex - V-2(af ) )
case/metric
x = 6 km
x = 15 km
x = 6 km
x = 15 km
LA,max [dB]
-3.5
-4.9
-4.1
-3.0
E PN L [dB]

-6.2

-5.8

-4.1

-2.8

SE L [dB]

-3.1

-3.1

-3.5

-2.3

selected for further investigation. These observers are intentionally not placed at the certification
points but at 6 and 15 km after brake-release (marked with white symbols in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b))
which is a much more representative situation with respect to community noise annoyance around
any major airport.
For the ”neodapt” significant level reductions compared to the reference vehicle ”zero” are predicted, i.e., due to ”+gtf” and ”+adapt”. Significant level reductions can be found in all major
noise metrics: SE L and L A,max (mainly due to jet noise reduction), and E PN L (mainly due to
fan noise reduction), see Tab. 1. A significant benefit can also be identified for an engine replacement onboard of the low-noise vehicles, i.e., comparing ”V-2 (af)” and ”fanex”. The levels are
significantly reduced for the ”fanex”, see Tab. 1, but the E PN L differences are less pronounced
compared to the differences among the vehicles with a conventional architecture. This can directly
be attributed to an already prevailing fan noise reduction due to shielding effects and therefore
lesser dominance of the tonal fan noise. It can furthermore be demonstrated that the engine replacement significantly increases the importance and effectiveness of any low-noise measure to the
airframe (”+airf”). This is obviously a very important finding for the noise immission associated
with typical approach situations (no isocontour areas are displayed here but the interested reader
is referred to Ref. [50] for more detail).
To specifically identify the effect of the applied low-noise measures ”+gtf”, ”+adapt”, ”+airf”,
and ”+shield”, the level differences in L A,max are further assessed. The uncertainty assessment
as introduced in Refs. [51, 52] is then applied to these predicted level differences. Now the effect
of each measure can be assessed under consideration of the known prediction uncertainties. The
departure flight scenario as described above is assessed here but a detailed investigation of an
approach is furthermore included to directly compare the different low-noise measures.
The three contributors to the overall uncertainty of the predicted immission are input uncertainty, modeling uncertainty, and propagation uncertainty. The input parameter uncertainty is
negligible compared to the modeling and propagation uncertainty for this application. The input
data comes with only very small uncertainties because it is generated by high-fidelity simulation or
comes from experimental data, i.e., airframe and engine noise data. For the modeling uncertainties
of the applied noise source models, the following values are assumed.
• airframe noise sources
– landing gear & high-lift: umod of 1.4 dB
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– other airframe sources: umod of 1 dB
• engine noise sources
– reference fan: umod of 3.6 dB (including an additional umod of 3 dB due to fan noise
shielding)
– geared turbofan: umod of 4.2 dB (including an additional umod of 3 dB due to fan noise
shielding)
– jet: umod of 1.5 dB
Yet, to assess level differences, covariances have to be included to account for correlated terms. A
correlation factor of 0.8 is assumed here.
A simple estimate for the uncertainties due to the propagation are included here as proposed in
Schäffer et al. [53] and Thomann [54]. The effect of propagation on the overall immission uncertainty becomes quiet large with increasing propagation distance.
Fig. 9 shows the level differences at each observer location relative to the reference aircraft ”zero”
due to selected measures as depicted in Fig. 6, i.e., ”+gtf”, ”+airf”, and ”+shield”. Different colors for the bar plots have been selected intentionally in order to emphasize the fact that each bar
plot represents either an approach (green) or a departure (red) situation hence to avoid a direct
comparison of the two situations.
Fig. 9(a) shows 3.4±1.9 dB level reduction compared to the reference if the engine is replaced
and the vehicle is adapted (”+gtf” and ”+adapt”), i.e., a comparison of vehicles ”zero” and ”neodapt”. At 15 km distance a level reduction of 4±1.7 dB is predicted, see Fig. 9(b). Even if predicted
uncertainties for the ”+gtf” modification are taken into account, the level differences are significant
compared to the reference. As expected, the additional low-noise airframe (”+airf”) does not have
any significant effect on the noise immission along the departure. If the aircraft architecture is
furthermore modified to exploit fan noise shielding (”+shield”) a tremendous reduction between
11.4± 1.7 and 14.9± 2.5 dB is predicted at 6 and 15 km distance, respectively. Even consideration
of prediction uncertainties will yield significant noise reduction potential at both observer locations
along the departure.
For the approach case, depicted in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d), low-noise measures to the airframe (”+airf”)
are more effective due to airframe noise relevance. The engine replacement still yields 3.0±1.8 dB

(a) dep at x = 6 km

(b) dep at x = 15 km

(c) app at x = -15 km

(d) app at x = -6 km

Figure 9: Influence of low-noise measures on ∆L A,max and associated uncertainty at selected observer locations along departure (dep) or approach (app) flight path.
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level reduction at the further observer location compared to the reference, see Fig. 9(c). This
can be attributed to the significant reduction of prevailing fan noise contribution associated with
the ”zero”. With this reduction, it becomes very efficient to further reduce the now dominating
airframe noise. The ”+airf” measures reduce the noise immission by 7.5±1.9 dB at the further
observer location, see Fig. 9(c). The effect of ”+gtf” at the closer observer is still significant but
reduced to a level reduction of 1.1±2.2 dB, see Fig. 9(d). This is due to the now dominating landing gear contribution which can furthermore be reduced by 3 dB for the ”+airf” measures, i.e.,
resulting in an immission reduction of 4.0±2.2 dB at 6 km before touch-down. For the approach
case, a smaller effect of engine noise shielding can be observed due to the more dominating airframe
noise contribution. At the most distant observer location, the noise reduction due to ”+shield” is
less than 0.5 dB compared to the reduction that can be achieved by simply replacing the engine
(”+gtf”). The closer observer is subject to more engine noise than the distant observer, hence
more effect due to ”+shield” is experienced. Taking uncertainties into consideration, no relevant
level difference can be identified between ”+shield” and ”+gtf” for both observer situations along
the approach.
The level differences and the associated uncertainties vary significantly along a simulated flight.
Furthermore, the situation along an approach is obviously significantly different to a departure
situation. Multiple observer locations have to be considered in order to draw any final conclusions
of novel technologies. For the presented application case it is demonstrated that the combination
of engine replacement (”+gtf”), vehicle adaptation (”+adapt”), and noise shielding (”+shield”) is
most promising toward future low-noise aircraft concepts. Significantly reducing the engine noise
contribution makes measures to the airframe (”+airf”) especially effective during approach.
The application example clearly indicates that a low-noise aircraft design can only be identified
by a detailed immission analysis within the design process rather than by subsequent noise assessment of final vehicle designs. For example, optimizing the noise emission of a high-lift concept
with only a subsequent noise immission assessment will not result in an optimal low-noise aircraft
design [35, 36]. Furthermore, no conclusion of results should be drawn if relevant snowball effects
are not considered. For example, modification of engine bypass ratio and assessment of the noise
immission without proper modeling of the new engine performance is meaningless. If the impact
of new technology on the flight performance are not accounted for in early design stages, it can be
assumed that the final results might change dramatically according to a different thrust setting or
flight velocity.

5

Summary & lessons learned

DLR and TU BS have developed an aircraft design synthesis process with integrated noise prediction capabilities. Before the joint activity, acoustic assessment was not available within conceptual
aircraft design but had to be applied as a subsequent noise assessment of predefined concepts. As
a consequence, the potential solution space was henceforth significantly restricted. The noise of
existing and future aircraft can now be predicted as early as within the conceptual design phase
– at the moment the application is limited to tube-and-wing architectures. For a comprehensive immission prediction, vehicles are simulated along individual flight trajectories which can be
subject to low-noise optimization as well. Already in the design phase of novel and non-existing
vehicles and technologies, it is now possible to identify promising flight trajectories for minimum
noise immission. To avoid a partial and incomplete assessment, multiple metrics are evaluated for
arbitrary arrays of observers. The engine installation effects are accounted for by a specific DLR
simulation tool, SHADOW, but simulation results of higher fidelity can be implemented and processed as well. Dedicated interfaces enable a direct consideration of external input data within the
PrADO simulation process, e.g., by consideration of modified aircraft/engine design, and within
the noise prediction with PANAM, e.g., consideration of delta levels for selected noise sources.
The overall process is under constant development. New findings with respect to engine noise
shielding simulation are implemented as well as advanced noise source models such as the new
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DLR fan noise model PropNoise, see Ref. [66]. Advanced concepts such as distributed propulsion
or Boundary Layer Ingestion (BLI) require additional research activities since no mature models
are available yet. The overall process has been subject to an uncertainty assessment. Sofar, focus
of the uncertainty assessment lies on conventional tube-and-wing architectures but will be updated
with recent findings of novel technologies and concepts.
Several lessons learned can be documented for the last 10 years of the joint research. The most
important lesson learned is to ensure the completeness of considered disciplines and relevant interactions. An adequate noise immission assessment cannot be limited to the emission situation, to
certain aircraft or engine components, to specific noise metrics, nor to a fixed operating condition.
It is recommended to ultimately assess the immission along typical flight procedures at multiple
observer locations and evaluating multiple noise metrics in order to draw any conclusion with respect to of novel technologies.
An absolute must-have for any feasible noise prediction is a high-quality simulation of the thermodynamic engine cycle that includes a sufficiently accurate modeling of aerodynamics. No adequate
input data for any noise prediction should be solely based on simplified methods and tools. It
is demonstrated that these engine parameters have a huge influence on the predicted noise, see
Fig. 1 for some exemplary parameters. Another absolute must-have is access to FDR when comparing predictions with fly-over measurements. Without the precise knowledge of at least the most
dominating parameters, i.e., the high-lift and landing gear positions, the flight velocity, and the
thrust setting, no such comparison should be initiated. An estimation of the achievable level of
agreement between simulation and measured noise levels can be added to the lessons learned. A
perfect agreement is considered as a pure coincidence because of several shortcomings inherent
for any overall noise prediction, i.e., not capturing scaling laws, insufficient modeling capabilities,
and oversimplification of geometries. The best agreement can be expected for maximum levels or
comparative analyses in general (trend assessment).
Future activities will focus on electrification among other topics. A first step towards the assessment of such electric aircraft is the revisit of propeller noise simulation capabilities. The
implemented noise source models have to be assessed for their applicability toward new aircraft
concepts with modern turboprop engines and installation effects that will distort the inflow. It
can be expected that electrification of the propulsion system might result in significantly different
approach procedures due to a now possible engine-out option compared to the flight-idle of conventional turbofan engines or maybe even by enabling wind-milling to recharge the energy storage
on board.
Furthermore, the new perception influenced design activities with Empa will be continued with a
focus on novel vehicles and unconventional flight procedures. The main focus of the future work
lies on a feedback loop from listening tests back to the noise modeling and aircraft definition. The
results of these listening tests can ultimately be used to improve the overall prediction capabilities.
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Appendix

Figure 10: Vehicle design ”zero” [50]

Figure 11: Vehicle design ”neodapt” [50]

Figure 12: Vehicle design ”V-2 (af)” [50]

Figure 13: Vehicle design ”fanex” [50]
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Figure 14: Timeline of developments (red boxes) and applications (green boxes) with literature
allocation.
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